
Bacteria
Objectives

•To identify & obtain necessary information to solve problems. 

•To solve substantial problems by breaking them down into smaller 

    parts 

•T  Begin to give mathematical justification



We are going to look at how bacteria can grow.

Time 0               Time 1         Time 2

Every minute the bacteria spreads into empty 
adjacent squares (but not diagonally).



•At each of the following times how many new bacteria cells are there

    a) 10     b) 19 c) 100

•Find a general rule linking the number of new cells to the time.

•Write the rule in algebra.  Can you explain why the rule works?

Going down, the pattern is

Time Number of
New Cells

1

2

3

4

5

Time Number of 
New Cells

Investigate

?



This dish starts with 4 
cells of bacteria in the 
middle.

Every minute the bacteria 
spreads into empty adjacent 
squares (but not 
diagonally).

Count how many new cells of bacteria there are in each 
picture and put the results in a table.  You will need to 
draw the next few diagrams.  (Because the bacteria is so 
small you will never reach the edge of the dish.)  Find a 
rule linking the time and the number of new cells.

Investigate



Investigate

•Choose you own starting arrangement for 4 cells of 
bacteria 

•Investigate how many new cells there will be at different 
times.

•Repeat using a different starting arrangement for 4 cells.

•How many different formulae can you find?

  Why are some formulae the same and others different?



•What happens if you change the rules?  

The cells of bacteria 
can spread into empty 
diagonal cells!

You start along the top 
edge of the dish

You start along in the top 
corner of the dish!

Investigate

Investigate

Investigate



You count the total 
number of cells of 
bacteria at a given 
time!

•What happens if you change the rules?  

The bacteria spreads in 3 
dimensions!

Investigate
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•How many new cells are there at time t?:

    a) 10     b) 19 c) 100

•Find a general rule linking the number of new cells to the time.

•Write the rule in algebra.  Can you explain why the rule works.

Going down, the pattern is

Time Number of
New Cells

1 4

2 8

3 12

4 16

5 20

Height Number of 
New Cells× 

Back

Add 4

40 cells 400 cells76 cells

4

Algebra



In Algebra

c = number of new cells

t = time

c = 4t

Back



•How many new cells are there at time t?:

    a) 10     b) 19 c) 100

•Find a general rule linking the number of new cells to the time.

•Write the rule in algebra.  Can you explain why the rule works.

Going down, the pattern is

Time Number of
New Cells

1 9

2 13

3 17

4 21

5 25

Height Number of 
New Cells× 

Back

Add 4

45 cells 405 cells81 cells

4 + 5

Algebra



In Algebra

c = number of new cells

t = time

c = 4t + 5

Back



Rule for new cellsStarting 
Arrangement

4n + 6
4n + 5

4n + 4

4n + 4

4n + 4

Click Here

Click Here

Click Here

Click Here

Click Here

Back



The formula for the number of new cells depends on 
the two following constraints.

•The Perimeter of the initial arrangement = p

•The number of reflex angles around the perimeter = r

c = 4t + p – r - 4

Back



The cells of bacteria 
can spread into empty 
diagonal cells!

The number of new cells always goes up in eights 
meaning that all formula start 8n + ?

Back



You start along in the top 
corner of the dish!

New Cells = t + 1

The total number of cells are the triangular 
numbers

Back



You start along the top 
edge of the dish

New Cells = 2t + 1

The total number of cells are the square numbers

Back



You count the total 
number of cells of 
bacteria at a given 
time!

615

414

253

132

51
Total cellsTime

Back



5 13 25 41 61

8 12 16 20

4 4 4
1ST Difference

2nd  Difference

This sequence has a constant second difference of 4.

This means it is a quadratic sequence based on ?n².

We halve the second difference to find the multiplier 
of n².

Formula starts: 2 n² + ?

Back



To find the rest of the formula we need to compare the 
original sequence to 2 n²

Original 2 n² Remainder

5

13

25

41

61

Back



To find the rest of the formula we need to compare the 
original sequence to 2 n²

Original 2 n² Remainder

5 2

13 8

25 18

41 32

61 50

Back



The remainder goes up in 2s and so is based on the 2 
times table.  Each number is one more than the 2 times 
table so the nth term is 2n + 1 for the remainder.

Overall rule: 2n² + 2n + 1

2n + 1

115061
93241
71825
5813
325

Remainder2 n²Original 
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